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The Deluge was an immersive physical theatre performance that utilised theatre 
spaces and adjoining areas to transform performance venues into a ‘safe house’. It 
toured nationally from 2014-2015 and was re-worked for rural touring in 2016. I was 
the lead choreographer working in partnership with Lila Dance. 
 
The work was inspired by extreme flooding in the South West of England (2013) and 
the resulting displacement of families and communities. It explored immersive 
theatre techniques to create a fictional world, the content of which was adapted/ 
localised for each venue. Spoken references, scenography, improvisation and local 
community participation were employed as methods to relate the performance to 
each specific location.  The project questioned: How might touring performance work 
adapt to local environments? What themes might resonate through and across 
geographic contexts? How might immersive, adaptive and tangibly localised ‘worlds’ 
be created? How might creative approaches engage regionally based (new) audiences 
and individuals? 
 
The Deluge was informed by phenomenological notions of existentialism and 
abandonment (Sartre 1946), fiction and vitality (Husserl 1982) spatiality and dwelling 
(Heidegger 1927) worlding and enmeshment (Merleau-Ponty 1969). This framework 
informed the narrative and thematic development involving four main protagonists 
who independently faced an oncoming tsunami within an immersive promenade that 
‘condemned’ each participant to be ‘free’ inside improvisation structures (Sartre 
1946).  Through practice research, themes of embodied perception, abandonment 
(Damasio 2000, Sartre 1946) and theatrical / compositional modes of immersion 
(Shearing 2015, Machon 2013) and ‘world making’ (Stewart 2017) produced creative 
strategies aimed at engaging participants in the final performance work. Theory and 
practice combined in an iterative manner to develop the work’s conceptual and 
narrative through-line (Nelson 2013, Smith &Dean 2009).      
 
The national (2014-15) and rural tour (2016-17) collectively comprised 18 shows and 
played to 1,619 audience members. The total online audience reached was 622,585. 
456 people between the ages of 7-82 were included as members of our extended 
cast. Participation methodologies facilitated the engagement of local residents, 
community groups and individuals who, historically have had limited access to high-
quality art work. 
 
Feedback from Audience and Participants  
 
Thanks so much for the amazing opportunity and experience of performing with all the 
lovely lilas this week. I absolutely loved every minute of the journey and am so honoured 
to have been part of the show. - Participant Leeds University.  
           
 
“Not a ‘tokenistic’ move, but a meaningful experience for everyone involved. Long may 
this reign in your work… I felt pleased to know that most of those (audience) felt like 




Lila have taught us, as if it were as easy as breathing, to begin to move and think 
differently.  Almost without noticing, we have learned to how to tune in to each other, 
be in the dance moment, and begin to move with intention.  They have shown us the 
power of the unknown, the organic and how to relax around risk.  I have been stunned 
by what they can do and the way that they do it.   - Participant GDA 
 
It has changed my relationship to the building, and Greenwich Dance and the Borough 
itself:  I feel connected to it in a way that I never did before, even though I’ve been to 
events in the past. - Participant GDA 
 
The piece has made me understand something deeper about the human experience of 
disaster from the inside out.  There have been moments of heart-shocking clarity.  
Looking at the Missing Wall, seeing people you know, hearing you can’t go back for 
family members, watching objects and the humans connected to them tumble through 
space and darkness.  Instances like that make you suddenly realise that, yes, that’s 
what it’s like, that’s what this kind of thing really means, in the human detail of it.  
Dreadful choices, unending loss, the sweeping away of everything you knew and were 
before.  They are powerful, perfectly timed issues to be discussing and thinking about. 
- Participant, The Gulbenkian  
 
I was also so impressed with the way your team worked with the inter-generational 
cast. Everyone felt that they were valued and were doing something important - no 
easy feat given how many of us there were! Participant GDA  
 
 
 
